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emp asized by Flescher 8: This is how the unconsciousness, seizure and cunia

the discharge of tension involved, for example, show all he characteristics of an overwhelming

as in the convulsion itself in EST riodic assault. Wayne then discusses the unconscious'.

dischar e of tensi9n, which itsel is largely t e constellations which may inaugurate a decision

result o frustration and raje, leaves- the pa- to use EST r lead to. a en tonlly tithed

tient often more composed and accessible. This prejudice against its use. He"Eltes the case of a

would not persist long-the tension would, of physician who suffered back path on the day

* course, build up again rapidly--were it not for he had adniinistered EST. Analysis revealed'

the mobilization of defenses and stimulation of guilt over unëonscious hostility toward the sick

egoorganization which results from exposure patients.

to shock therapy. We realizç the potential pitfalls were we
merely to question shock therapists concern4n

TART Il-TuE ATTITUDES OT their feelings. Another approach, .therefore, is
SuocK THELAH5T5 to consider the. statements made by psychi.

;atric colleagues in their "off guard".monwiits.

* -1 Psvchiatrisn discussing shock therapies vitii

with relatives of patients are often very

guarded in their remarks. Even though they

are usually very frank about the possible phvs_

* -4 ical effects of this treatment, one feels that they

-` 4 are carefully -weighing their words concerning
the psychological implications. in marked con

trast are la - often lighthearted i-nm- -

jts of the shock thera iist e e is
sinnnt rntluaesjeinarks ma e at suc1üTthS

will tend more nearly to reflect feelings and

attitudes of the shock therapist than might be

obtained by any other method short of psycho

analysis. One of us J. A. E. has collected these

statements over a period of eight years in un

lain and tb United States. Most of then-i have

been heard On many occasions. Colleagues who

-
j . have seen the list of comments have confirmed.

-4 - our findings that many affect-laden clloquiaI

isms arc regularly used by shock theraflists in
referring to their therapy. Undoubtedly thc

following list could be lengthened, but qnl

personally collected remarks are used, and onl

remarks uttered by experienced shock thera

pists who would seem to have had time enougi

to develop fairly consistent attitudes. The feel

-- j ings of the resident in psychiatry are, we be

lieve, often quite confused when he- first l?e

comes inwAved with shock therap. Jhe

statementsJisted were made by l9shQckibaa-

* pists out qJ a possible total of 25, Nuer:

through 8 `and 12 and 14 were heard wit]

minor variations from three or morC - thera

pists on independent occasions. Nurqbers 10

11 and 13 were heard twice each; - - -

It is important to point out that many shod

therapists including some of those whose ft

?lodern trends of thought regard all physi

cian-patient relationships as worth' of study,

but it Is in psychiatry that emphasis on the

interpersonal relationship has assumed greatest

importance. In any dynamic isychothera-pcutic

relationship there must be awareness of coun

tertransference on the part of the therapist.

Feelings and defenses of the therapist which

may interfere with the treatment process re

quire recognition and clarification for their con

trol or deletion. Unfortunately, there has been

inadequate consideration of this factor in all

the physical methods of therapy including the

shock therapies and the use of modern "wonder

drugs". A fuller understanding of this aspect of

the physical therapies may enable them to be

used more effectively. In addition we may gain

further clues concerning the controversial ques

tion of the mode of action of these therapies.

Fenichel 6 states that, in personal expeij

ence in analyzing doctors who apply shock

treatment, "The conscious or unconscious

attitude of the doctors toward the treatment

was regularly that of `killing and bringing alive

again,' which idea, of course, provoked differ

ent emotions in different personalities. It may

be that the impression the treatment gives to

the dbctors corresponds to an impression it

gives to the patients. it seems that they, too,

experience a kind of death and rebirth."

Wayne 18 has recently drawn attention to

the fact that the characteristics of a method of

treatment can unconsciously evoke responses

in a doctor which may be obscure to him. The

use or avoidance of the method itself may be

motivated, at least in part, by these same ob

scure responses. He lists the characteristics of

electroconvulsive therapy EST, pointing out
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mtrks are cited below have denied any panic- about insulin therapy. Here we observe that

cuiarfeqling about shock therapy when directly the idea of a threat is overshadowed by the

questioned. Even the suggestion that state- concept of rescue of the patient from destruc

ments such as "Hit him with all we've got" are tion. Number 13 above refers to the theme of

not used without significance i met with strong death and rebirth, with the therapist more em

pmtests front some therapists Thus, it seems phatically in the role of the "good" figure who

t'fl very prphahle to us that the ifisistence of some saves the patient's life. Statements such as
upon exclusively phvica1 explanations number 14 are usually spoken in jest, but be

- `represents a defense against unacceptable un- hind the words used we can detect the then

coijsuous fielings pist's reaction against the sadistic implication

r of shock therapy.

Statements
of shock therapists Our experience in the observation of CO2

in 3.1 and Britain therapy has been limited, but here again in re

1. "Let's give him the works." marks numbers 10 and 11 we may suspect a

2. "Hit him with all we've got." hostile, punishing attitude. CO2 therapy has

3. "Vhy don't you throw the book at him?" been in use for much less time than EST, and

4. "Kiun'k him out wit h ES'l" . possibly the use of colloquial terms to represent

5. `Let's see if a few shocks will knock him CO2 will yet develop. More often we have heard

out of it." ` therapists refer to CO2 therapy in terms of as-

6. "Why don't you put. him pn the asscruby sumed action, e.g., "Let's give her CO2 to help

Jjne?"This commeni has been heard in a her express her hostility." ft is not our linen-

hospital where the assembly line technique tion to discuss the possible i uide'. `-1 action of

was indeed used t' cope with large numbers `02. However, we have observeo equally yb

of patients on shock therapy. The implied lent gcti following experimental work

Jack of awareness of any interpersonal re- with pitrogen inhalations in psychiatric pa

lationship between therapist and patient tients. The lack of a full amnesia in association

is very nhvious. with the gassing or choking "attack" of the

7. "if lie would not get lietter with one course, therapist might tvell provoke expression of hos-

give him a double-sized course now." tility in the patient irrespective of any physio

8. "The patient was noisy and resistive so I logical effect of the gas used. In observing CO2

put. him on intensive ES'r' three times a therapy, it has seemed that the least excited

day." and aggressive reactions occur in depressed pa-

9. kecentlv one of us was consulted by the' tients who appeared to "take their punishment

husband of a woman alcoholic as he had lying down."

been advised by a psychiatrist to let her While many workers with CO2 therapy have

have ES'!'. The psychiatrist had explained tended to study only the pharmacological ef

the procedure to the husband and had

given his opinion that. it would prove

beneficial to the patient by virtue of its

effect as "A meiual spanking.-2--.-

"I'm going to gas him."

"Why don't you give him the gas?"

"I spend my entire mornings looking after

the insulin therapy patients.'

13. "1 take my insulin therapy patients to the

. -doors of death, and when they are knock

ing on the doors, I snatch them back."

13,Y'She's too nice ajaiient for s fo give her

EST." . ` -

The first 9 -tlwt7onrs4a4emetwe
`ieau,titES. lenny, the main attitudes

1Ts'pressed arc those `if hostility.and punish

! men t, In marked contrast are. the remarks

1

* I

t

fects of the p5, the psychological meaning of Symposium $3: Iekvanlzlng U
its use was investigated by Hargrove c/ a!. 12. C'-onic Psychoç,.,,..-. p y, jt

They concluded in part, "The useof carbon-A-tmfiiffiy of Care: A Conce

dioxide therapy in our hands added no specific tual Analysis Leona L. Bachracl
therapeutic effect but did add problems of; Ph.D.
transference and resistance that rearded or B Psychiatrist as Humanizer of B

prevented therapy." These findings were con- reaucratic Systems Leonard I. Stele
firmed by Freedman 9 who concluded that' M.D.
the reactions of each patient followed the trans- Therapist-Case Managers: N*

ference react ions to the therapist.administering Brokers of Scn'ices H. Richard Lame
the trertrneni. He noted also that in the CO2 M.D.
treatment situation there seemed to be intensi- D 1000 Chronics in CMHC It

fication of the transference reactions even on Theory and Practice Bert Peppe.
relatively brief contact between therapist and M.D.
pattnt : B Educating Physicians about ti'

There is another situation in shock therapy ChronicnJly Ill John A. Talboti, M.D
which,'ihougli frequent, has received little at- f2.4Yi4't ?h lye,
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tention. In certain clinics and state hospitals

where large numbers of lmtients are treated,

the shock therapist may be a stranger to the

patient. While it may be desirable for the psy

chiatrist to be present at the sothatic treatment

of his latiet1, this is not always possible. Here

then we have a situation which is worthy of

investigation. There is a need for studies to

compare and contrast the results, and the

transfere4lce and countertransférence reactions,

in various somatic therapies given by the pa-

dent's own therapist on the one hand and by a

trange shock therapist on the other. Of course,

-. the patient's therapist is the responsible dcci

sion maker, and he may seem to be the punisher

by proxy in. some instances; however, it has

happened at times that the transference reac

lions of the patient to the two therapists have

differed.

Nurses and attendants are not only auxilid

ries of the shock therapist in the actual shock

treatment session, but are more intimately and

continuously in contact with the patient. Scru

tiny of the reactions of nurses and attendants

to their participation in somatic therapies

should also be rewarding, but spontaneous "off

guard" expressions have not been sufficiently

available to us. II is, of course, the frequent

experience of a physician in a state hospital to

he approached by a nurse who suggests a "few

shocks" for a pat ient because he has been fight

ing, resistive, uncooperative or even merely

obscene in his talk. Jn one hospital which em

ployed a large number of relatively untrained

personnel, it was clear that such members of

the staff used ES]' as a threat. Even non-psy

chotic voluntary patients reported threats of

"You will go on the shock list" for such lack of

coopera.ion as disinclination to eat a full meal!

Certainly such openly threatening remarks are

usually conflned to the least understanding antI

most junior attendants who are enjoying a new

found sense of power. This is sometimes con

nected with an unconscious part icipation in the

"omnipotence" of the shock therapist

Discussia,:

`l'he most interesting feature about the re

marks listed is that. all those which dis1 play

hostile or punishment attitudes refer to the

briefer forms pf therapy. These, of course, are

J1ramaLic4h2rpeS antl,_jjolv,,uch action.

They also bring the therapist into a much .`

* shorter contact with the lint ient.

In marked cotlrast are the prolonged care.

and watching u'ar the patient during many

hours of insulin therapy. *

Electroshock atid insulin therapy acfuall:

engender different att ii desintlietherapist by

Virtue of the nie'chanisms awl techniques in

volved. in the case of the latter there is pro

the "tender lovinjcaft"

about which Abse has written 2. - -

In talking about the hostile, attacking nature ,

of ES]' with shock.therapists, we have,not iced

that some assume they are being accused of .

sadistic intent ions, Such is far front the case.'

Instead, we vkh to stress again that tire cerv

nature of the treatment i/cell eon pradun' tile u/li

/sides described.

Jhe success ofj,i lrinuipall in depres

SHinS is thus assc,tiatcl wit lt host ile_qrj.!jiljz
mg attitudes on Ile.part of the therapist which

correspond with the impressions received by

he patients. It .`eenis I robable therefore that -

even the most organically minded shock t hera-

ptst unconsciously allies Ii imsel f with the puni

tive super-ego of the depressed patient.

In insulin therapy, we t-an be sure that the , `

schizol `hrenk's cl l-knc,wn sensitivity to the

attitudes of others makes hint aware oJ the dc- -

tment of tender loving care to which the treat-

[ment lends itself.'

:` statement tittered liv Freud in 1914 10

is worth repeating here: "All physicians, there.

fore, yourselves included, are continually prac-

tising psychothçrapv, even when you ha<e no

intention of doing so and are not aware of it; i

is disadvan t ageous, however, to leave entirely

in the hands of the patient what the mental

factor in your treatment of him shall be. In this

way it is uncontrollable; it can neither be meas

urecl nor intensified, is it not then a justifiable

endeavor on the part of a physician to seek to

control this factor, to use it with a purposes and

to direct and strngthen it?"

This is a suitable place to suggest our .n&f I

also to examine the psychological implicavion&.

of the latest type if somatic therapy-the nie

of the drugs called tranquilizing agents. t'n- .

dottbt cdlv. these drttgs have t timed attention -

and interest toward ilte chronic psychiatric

.patient. Many thousands t,f "back ward'.' pa- -

i ients in state hospitals can now feel -that

Dat-id II 7/fred .`lbse and John .1. Ewing..

.
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? *somethingJ2eing41uw" In many instances
i . Yfhese .patients are being observed as never be

fore. The en t husiast ic drug I herapist looks for

signs of irnprlvernent in his patients and, in so

iloing. offers an interpersonal relationship that

.ras often been lacking. Nurses and .pljysjcians

Teactinamore rositive and loving way towards

if' the "tranquilized'1 iafiont 1'hese and man5

`other sudi1cturs must he kept in mind be

tztuse we cannot investigate such therapeutic

tools from a purely pharmacological viewpoint.

* I The whole question of countertransference

in meclidne generally has been considered liv

Lewin 15. The medical student's first "pa-

` ien t" is a cadaver. "H is rela i ionsh ip to the

cadaver is an outlet for ninny sublimated, ac-

` live, libidinal drives, as well ts those of mastery

* and liower. lntenled to be a Prototype of all

* future patients in certain rational respects, the

cadaver easily comes to lie the student's ideal

of a patient in all respects.'.' te*in goes on to

point out the unconscious knowledge of doctors
* that sick people art' aggressive, either to the

- environment or to themselves. `ounter:aggres

* sion on the part of the doctor has to be subli

mated. For example, the doctor tvill use drugs

which would be irusunous in non-t herapeu tic

doses; lie mat' use morphine for a severe pain

and thus reduce his patient U' I lie state of a ca-

ilaver, Occasionally in vears.gone by, we have

seen or heard of whole warcls'iif chronic psvchi-

ç atric p:ttients being kept relatively orderly and

/ .. subtlued by the use of the older sedatives. Such

occurrences can be understood in terms of Lets'

in's interpretations. It seenis clear that such

* excessive niclicai ion i t lie end result of coun

iertransference feelings in the nurses and lhv

sipqDs. Vv'&C2,

``
original paper dese.s'es study by all,psychiatrists

who are usinkhe latest drug

which have, as vet, none of the unfortttnate

associations of the older sedatives such as sui

* tides and addictions. While we investigate

- these drugs from. pharniacologcal, phvsiologi-

nil and jisyclinlogital p'iints oc'view, we would

`do well t Iso to elucit Ia t c i iii ert ransference

meanings.'
"`, I emuicls from relatives of 1 t kitt s are well

ktiown to psvchiat rist s in reIn I to shock

i heraj lies as well as In t lit' new drugs. : st iulv

ofIliriiii,tttist iiit ;it iii ii' It's `.jf rclfl'i'st,

, ..,tusL,uJ ,jiat iejjt_usighL__stdLJiejt'vealing.
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Meanwhile, man' of us will agree with Arieti
3 when he says, "The drastic nature of shock

treatment often acts as a catalyst on the emo
tional attitude of the relatives toward the pa-
tient,"

The mode of action of the somatic therapies
can be investigated from the `psychological
viewpoint, as well as approached through phys
iological studies. Psychological studies seem to
he most useful when unconscious transference
and countertransference reactions in the phy
sician-patien t relationship are scrutinized.

Prolonged intensive psychotherapy svith pa
tients who have had shock therapy shows that
unconscious defensive reactions were aroused
ris-a-ris the, shock therapist and his assistants
at the time of treatment. It is upon the arousal
of such defenses as well as the support the pa
tient feels in the total treatment configuration
that the etTicacv of shock therapy largely de

itends. It. is important to realize that there are
crucial psychodynamic events involved in the
organic therapy of a functional Psychosis; these
need further elucidation through research in the
psychotherapeutic process. Tb is conclusion

reached Ii rough study of patients pfeviouslv
treated In' shock methods may well also apply
to those treated by drugs.

Concern ng t lie count ert ransference aspects,

it. is concluded that the hriefer therapies lend
themselves to the development of hostile, puni
tive attitudes, whereas a therapy such as in
sulin theraliv engenders a more' loving and
caring at t it title on the part of the therapist.
Thés attitudes are displayed in the casual "off
guard" remarks made by shock therapists
some examples of which are listeckit is enipha-.

sized that there is as great a need for awareness

of countert ransference in t lie physical therapies
as in psychotherapy. This awarepess should

lead to fuller understanding of the psvchologi-
cal implications of these therapies and to t heir
more effe,-tive use.
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has been emphasized by Flescher 8: This is
the discharge of tension involved, for example,
as in the convulsion itself in EST Thr periodic
dischaxte oF ension, which use!! is largely the
resuit 0! frustfatton and raje, leave',the pa
tieni. often more composed and accessible. This
would not persist long-the tension would, of
course, build up again rapidly-were it not for

the mobilization of defenses and stimulation of
egoorganization which results from exposure

to shock therapy.

Par iT-Tnr ATTITUDES or
Suock TRERAPISTS

Modern trends of thought regard all pliysi

cian-patient relationships as worthy of sudy,

but it is in psychiatry that emphasis on the
interpersonal relationship has assumed greatest

importance. In any dynamic psychotherapeutic

relationship there must be awareness S coun
tertransference on the part of the' therapist.
Feelings and defenses of the therapist which

may interfere with the treatment process re.

quire recognition and clarification for their con
trol or deletion. Unfortunately, there has been

inadequate consideration of this factor in all

the physical methods of therapy including the

shock therapies and the use of modern "wonder

drugs". A fuller understanding of this aspect of

the physical therapies may enable them to be
used more effectively. In addition we may gain

further clues concerning the controversial ques

tion of the mode of action of these therapies.

Fenichel 6 states that, in personal expezi

ence in analyzing doctors who apply shock

treatment, "The conscious or unconscious

attitude of the doctors toward the treatment

was regularly that of `killing and bringing alive

again,' which idea, of course, provoked differ

ent tmotions in different personalities. It may

be that the impression the treatment gives to

the doctors corresponds to an impression it

gives to the patients. it seems that they, too,

experience a kind of death and rebirth."

Wayne 18 has recently drawn attention to

the fact that the characteristics of a method of

treatment can unconsciously evoke responses

in a doctor which may be obscure to him. The

use or avoidance of the method itself may be

motivated, at least in part, by these same ob

scure responses. He lists the characteristics of

electroconvulsive therapy EST, pointing out

how the unconsciousness, nizure and coma'
show all the characteristics of an overwhelmin,g
assault. Wayne then discusses the unconsciour,
constellations which may inaugurate a decision
to use EST cir lead to- an- enQtjon3lly' tohed
prejudice against its use. lie cites the Sse of a
physician who suffered back pain on the lay
he had adrriinistered EST. Analysis revealed'
guilt over unonscious hostility toward the sick
`patients.

We realize the potential pitfalls were we.
merely to question shock therapists concernTh
their feelings:Another approach, .thereforc, is
to consider the. statements made by pschi.
:atric colleagues in their "off guard"inomeiits.

shiek I rs
with relatives of patients arc often very

guarded in their emarks Eten thou'Wihiy
ariUIiiilly very frank about the possible phys

ical effects of this treatment, one feels lEna they

are carefully .weighing their words concerning

the psychological implications. In marked con-

Irast are tlni casual, often lighthearted corn
rnTnotJJe shock therainstl$eftrrhlrpvafer

sicnifl toll Remarks madiiiflikh times
*111 ten"d'iiiie nearly to reflect feelings anil

attitudes of the shock therapist than might be

obtained by any other method short of psycho

analysis. One of us J. A. E. has collected thtc

statements over a period of eight years in Bri

tain and thc United States. Most of them have

been heard On many occasions. Colleagues who
have seen the list of comments have confirmed.

our findings that many affect-laden colloquial

isms arc regularly used by shock therapists in

referring to their therapy. Undoubtedly the
following list could be lengthened, but en!
personally collected remarks are used, and onl

remarks uttered by experienced shock then

vists who would seem to have had time enoug

to develop fairly consistent attitudes. The feel

ings of the resident in psychiatry are, we be'

lieve, often quite confused when he" first be
comes invdved with shock theraw. The

statements,Jisted were made by l9shock'ibeta.

pists out 9f a possible total of .23 Nun*er 1,

through S `and 12 and 14 were héarff witl

minor variations from three or more `then

insts on independent occasions. Numbers 10

11 and 13 tere heard twice each.

It is important to point out that many shod

therapists including some of those whose ie

t;
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